A Weekly Newsletter for Families

January: Week 4
Parenting Tips

“Trust yourself. You know more
than you think you do.”

– Benjamin Spock

INFANT Inspiration
Quick Response Time to Build Trust Believe it or not the more responsive you are
to your infant’s needs, the less “spoiled” they
will be as they get older. Bonding and
responsiveness builds trust, and children
with secure attachments tend to be more
independent as they grow older.

TODDLER Tales
STOP instead of NO - Hoping to avoid
having “no” become your toddler’s favorite
word? Try to use the word stop to indicate
that you need your child to think about
what they are about to do. For example, you
can say, “Stop, do you think your bowl will
spill if you carry it like that?”

PRESCHOOL Power
Supporting Independence - Supporting the

development of children’s self-help skills is
important for a child’s growing desire to be
independent. If you have a child heading off
to pre-k or kindergarten in the fall, now is
the time to start working on supporting
their self-help skills, including independent
toileting and dressing.
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Avoiding Power Struggles
Are you finding yourself arguing with your two-year-old or
sending your four-year-old to time out with frequency? It
happens as your child begins to recognize themself as an
individual and as you try to keep control as a parent. It’s the
power struggle. Instead of viewing your child’s “MY WAY”
behavior as negative and reacting in a way that overpowers
your child, view your child’s behavior as a positive sign that
they are becoming independent and wanting to make choices
for themselves. When your child says “no” find ways to
empower them by offering reasonable choices. Be creative by
not asserting your power unless there is a health or safety
concern. Put out three pairs of pants and say, “choose what
you want to wear today” or provide options for meals like,
“We have cereal, or oatmeal - which sounds yummy?”
Remember, everyone looses in a power struggle so don’t sweat
the small stuff…it is actually OK to skip a bath every once in
a while or eat pancakes for dinner!

